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DFT Bootcamp 2018!
John P. Spencer
Professor
School of Psychology
University of East Anglia
Norwich, UK

Logistics
ªJune 7—Chapter 1 (morning 1) Chapter 2 (morning 2), 

Exercises (afternoon 1), COSIVINA (afternoon 2), 
Sebastian Schneegans (afternoon 3) 

ªJune 8—Chapter 3(4) (morning 1) Chapter 5 (morning 2), 
Exercises (afternoon 1), working with a real model 
(afternoon 2), Aaron Buss (afternoon 3) 

ªJune 9—Chapter 6(7) (morning 1) Chapter 8 (morning 2), 
Exercises (afternoon 1), working with a real model 
(afternoon 2), Ajaz Bhat (afternoon 3) 

CELEBRATE!
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www.dynamicfieldtheory.org

The Big Picture
ªWhat is a theory?
ªWhat is a model?
ªWhat is the relation between the two?
ªWhat function do theories/models serve?
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Formal theories are essential
Creates challenges…
ªNot everyone understands models

ªBootcamp!
ªWhich modeling approaches should be taught as part of 

graduate training?

DFT

ª23 years old (first conference proceedings paper 

published in 1993; the neural dynamics of saccadic eye 

movements)

ªOver 60 papers since 2001

ªTopics:

ªWorking memory; spatial categorization; word learning; executive 

function; imitation; robotics; visual scene representation; 

habituation; behavioral organization; object recognition and 

representation; spatial memory; spatial language; saccadic eye 

movements; spatial attention; feature-based attention; visual 

working memory; dual-task performance; hierarchical word 

learning; motor planning; reaching; multi-object tracking; model-

based fMRI

ªAnd the development of all this stuff…
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Where does DFT fit in?
Many classes of models…
ªCognitive models (prototype models; Bayesian models)
ªProcess models (multivariate time series models; 

SUSTAIN)
ªHybrid models (ACT-R)
ªNeural process models: do process in a neural way…

Classes of neural process models
ªBiophysical models
ªDFT
ªConnectionism

Two key dimensions…
ªHow neural are they?
ªHow are they linked to behavior?

DFT tries to find the Golidlocks zone: just the right amount 
of neural to be grounded; just the right amount of behavior 
to be testable and integrative
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DFT: The conceptual picture
Over the next three days, we’re going to discover a 
theoretical language for understanding dynamic thinking…

DFT

ªA Thought: a pattern of local decisions
ªThinking: movement from one pattern to another
ªBehaving: connecting these patterns to sensorimotor systems
ªDeveloping: shaping these patterns step-by-step through hours, 

days, weeks, and years of generalized experience
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DFT: The conceptual picture
First topic: the reality of neural systems
ªThe neural system is densely interconnected; massively 

recurrent
ªCan go from any neuron in the brain to any other neuron in the 

brain in 5-8 steps.
ªThe vast majority of cells are part of recurrent loops rather than 

feed-forward pathways
ªThe creates a stability problem: how do neural systems 

maintain a stable pattern of activation in the presence of 
massive interactivity

Dynamical Systems Theory
The solution: neural dynamics
ªDynamical systems theory gives us the concepts we need 

to understand how neural populations can form neural 
attractor states…stable patterns of activation

What kind of attractors?
ªStable when at rest (no seizures)
ªWhen system detects an input, it ‘represents’ that the 

input is present (turns ‘on’)
ªWe also want a system that can maintain a working 

memory of the input when it disappears
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Linear dynamical systems
ªGoing to walk through this in detail, including the math
ªIf you understand these simple linear systems in detail, it 

will keep you grounded
ªWe’ll then generalize to non-linear dynamical systems 

and think about the behavior of a simple neural ‘node’
ªThen we’ll couple multiple nodes together

ªDynamic fields are a generalization of this basic story
ªLater today, you’ll get to play with these systems 

yourselves and I’ll introduce you to COSIVINA (our object-
oriented framework for DF simulations)

u

fixed point
attractor
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Linear dynamical systems
ªAttractor (rate of change = 0)
ªExponential relaxation to fixed point
ªInput shifts the location of the 

attractor in phase space
ª[simulator]
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Non-linear dynamical systems

ªMake neuronal activation non-linear
ªSystem can be bi-stable (‘off’ and ‘on’ attractors)—current 

state determines where the system travels
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Input shifts the attractor landscape

Bifurcation—a change 
in the number or quality 
of attractors
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Non-linear systems show hysteresis
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Strongly non-linear systems show 
self-sustaining activation

[simulator]

Dynamical systems concepts
ªFixed point attractor = special place in a stable system 

(negative slope) where rate of change is zero
ªBifurcation = a shift in the number or quality of attractor 

states
ªInstability = a shift from one attractor to another

ªDetection instability
ªMemory instability

ªHysteresis = point where the instability happens is not 
symmetric coming vs. going
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Dynamical coupling
ªWe can couple multiple dynamical nodes together to 

capture system interactions (excitatory, inhibitory)
ª[simulator]

Summary: Neural Dynamics
ªFixed point attractor = special place in a stable system 

(negative slope) where rate of change is zero
ªBifurcation = a shift in the number or quality of attractor 

states (happens in non-linear systems)
ªInstability = a shift from one attractor to another

ªDetection instability
ªMemory instability

ªHysteresis = point where the instability happens is not 
symmetric coming vs. going

ªSelf-sustaining state = system stays in the ‘on’ state even 
when input removed

ªDynamical coupling captures how a system of multiple 
neuronal units interact
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Evidence for neural dynamics

Hock, Schoner & Giese (2003)


